Gallerie Gallera
Point aux Pins lodge
175 rue Principale,
Rapides des Joachims, Quebec, JOX 3M0
Telephone: 613-586-9367

Offers

“Art you can walk on”
Create a floor cloth of your own design.

Workshop given by: Artist Tina Michaud

July 2-3-4, Saturday, Sunday and Monday
Three day workshop held in our studio at Point aux Pins Lodge
in Rapides des Joachims (Swisha), Quebec, will include
treating your canvas, designing and creating your floor cloth
from beginning to end, taking it home ready to grace the floor!

Cost of workshop is $150
Material is included in cost of the workshop.

Accommodations: Three days and two nights $170.
This includes a continental breakfast and dinner provided by
Café 349. Shared accommodations - $135

Contact Tina at 613-586-9367 – 613-585-3308
Visit the web site: GallerieGallera.ca
Email: galleriegallera@gmail.com